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Nurien continues to grow as a dungeon quite successfully, but before his plans and ideas can

mature on how to face Jennesar, he may be forced to move early by his enemyâ€™s actions. His

greatest ally is secrecy, and his greatest fear is being declared a rogue dungeon. Sometimes, great

risks must be taken, including ones not his own as Ebony and Lila spread their own wings.Catalina

continues to grow as a mage, and is deep in mourning for her loss. She has no choice but to grow

as more and more as her father gives her the heirâ€™s responsibilities, which are heavy on her

shoulders. She will be tested.Carlton is a wanted man, but he isnâ€™t going to let that stop him.

Heâ€™ll find a way to gather evidence and expose the truth, or heâ€™ll die trying. Carlton is many

things, but never a quitter. Will it be enough or is his desperate plan too much of a long shot?As

Jennesar raises the stakes, Nurien, Catalina, and Carlton have no choice but to put everything on

the line.
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Yes at the start a couple of grammatical errors through me (who doesn't give a ----) but the story is



so good I was right back in. The lack of detailed sex scenes was perfect to me because it made the

detailed scenes so much better. The best being when the imp was on her knees teasing and

pleasing him...The time spent in the characters heads was basically perfect and really helped the

story and made me laugh many times. I'm truly looking forward to the next book. Moore was my

favorite of all so far tell I got this book and now it's my number one.Even at his worst where I

couldn't even read the story he's one of the best authors I've ever read. I fall into the story and lose

track of time almost every time even if I've read it multiple times. I really can't wait for the next

book...

I rate book one and two at four-and-a-half stars and love the fact that the author seems to have

struck (for me anyway) a better balance between the sex and the story. In fact its style reminds me

of an earlier series by the same author (Warlock Shawn Moore) which was really great.This series is

also a different take on the MC as a dungeon and it appears to be leading up to a major

confrontation that will shake the foundations of this world and perhaps others.The princess was for

me the most developed character and the others, including the MC, would benefit from a bit more

depth.Like another reviewer I found myself at the end of book 2 only too soon and wish it was much

longer.Roll on book three!!!

As someone who has at points in their life had the writing bug, I felt I should support someone

making a go of it and doing quite well at it. This book as well as the first in the series where

engaging stories with interesting characters, the interplay of relationships forming in stressful

situations i found interesting and fairly well thought out. I have been consuming a large number of

localized Japanese light novels lately and this holds up with the best of them, maybe not the highest

praise, but in the end this is what it is an engaging journey into another world. I look forward to more

in the series.

Love the story even if it is a little graphic if you read the first one then you know what you're a fairly

simple Dungeon Crawl a fairly simple Dungeon Crawl from the point of view of the dungeon fun

The author overflows with good ideas and stories. The writing, especially the conversation is

sometimes a bit strange. A good editor could probably help. But I still like the books a lot!!

Very good condition of the series, lots of action, although a bit short. The characters evolve very



nicely and the plot-line becomes more defined. Definitely worth it.

Interesting second Dark Dungeon book, same great characters with a few new ones. Interesting

plot, cool magic, great action. Good book!

Though it is a short book and the story isn't really intricate it is fun and I will be looking for more
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